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Your wedding day is approaching
which means you are soon going to
have your photograph taken – well
actually, lots of photographs taken of 
you! It is probably the one day in all
your life that you will have the most
 photographs taken – are you ready? 

Having a camera aimed at you for the
day is certainly something that 
you are not used to but having you
thought about how you can look your 
best for the camera?

Here is where I come in. Having
photographed hundreds of weddings
and therefore hundreds of couples in
love, here is my top tips for looking
relaxed 
and beautiful on your wedding day.

Introduction



 Little things like that will place you right in the moment where you want  to be
and you will almost be oblivious to what is going on around you. A lot of couples
have said to me that this is the part of the day they were most nervous about but
was actually the part they most enjoyed. They loved the romantic element of it
just being the 2 of them together (plus me of course!) on their own wedding day
and moment to forget about the rest of the world.

Above all else, I always tell my couples to
ignore me for the day – I wont take
offence, I promise! If you spend the day
always looking at me, your photographs
will end up looking staged and posed. Use
the time with your photographer on the
morning of your 
wedding to get used to them being there
around you and after a while you and 
your bridal party will forget all about
them. And if they are discreet, you almost
won’t notice 
they are there for the rest of the day.

Forgetting about your photographer
will allow you to look more relaxed in 
your photographs and both you and your 
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husband's expressions will be more natural. This is especially true during your
couples portraits. Focus completely on each other. Your husband can make your
smile far more naturally than your photographer can. Maybe remind each other of
your first date or where you met and this will allow you to focus on each other the
wonderful moment you are in.



When you relax and just enjoy the day,
having your photograph taken will be easy! 
If you are like most brides, you will have
spent hours on Pinterest and Instagram 
gazing at those beautiful couples portraits
featured on wedding blogs. I bet you 
anything that if you were to analyse each
of those photographs more closely what 
you are actually attracted to is not the
stunning location, not beautiful styling but
the fact that the couple are so relaxed in
each others company, that they are simply
enjoying the moment. When you relax and
just enjoy the day, having your photograph
taken will be easy! If you are like most
brides, you will have spent  hours on 
Pinterest and Instagram gazing
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 at those beautiful couples portraits featured on wedding blogs. I bet you anything
that if you were to analyse each of those photographs more closely what you are
actually attracted to is not the stunning location, not beautiful styling but the fact
that the couple are so relaxed in each others company, that they are simply
enjoying the moment. This can be easily achieved with a little bit of forward
planning. I always ask for it to be just us for your couples session. That means no
bridal party or guests around looking on. It is very difficult to relax when you
know somebody is staring at you! Letting your guard down with a photographer
you trust will be more natural then and a quiet spot away from everyone, is
actually a precious thing on your wedding day, believe me! 
Also allowing enough time between the end of your ceremony and the call for
dinner is paramount. You don’t want to feel rushed on your wedding day and
knowing that you have allowed enough time to have your photographs taken as
well as enough time to mingle and chat to your guests will make having your
photograph taken a much more relaxing and pleasurable experience



A helpful way to give you that time you
need for photographs and enjoying your
drinks
 reception is to have an engagement
session with your photographer in advance
of your wedding. 
Knowing what is expected of you for your
wedding day and having a trial run allows
you to 
move seamlessly through the couples
portraits on your big day. Your
photographer will know
 how you like to interact with each other,
how you move and you will know how she 
or he like to work. If you think about it,
nobody just tackles the opening night of a 
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play without first having a dress rehearsal to make sure all will go to plan and
looks great. It is the same for your wedding photographs and ultimately your
wedding album. 

Getting to know your photographer before your wedding is an important way to
achieving relaxed and natural photographs, as you will feel more comfortable
about being around their camera and know exactly what to expect. This eliminates
that nervous feeling that grooms can have about having their photograph taken
and not knowing what they will be asked to do.
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Practice makes perfect. Lets face it, we are
not the type of girls to stand in front of the
mirror all day long trying to figure out our
best side. You are far too busy for that -
you have a wedding to plan after all!! But
having said that a few tips on how to pose
for your photographs can go a long way. I
always advise brides to look at their
favourite photographs of themselves and 
what you are aiming for essentially is a
look that is composed but not overly
posed. When looking through family photo
albums or images of you on Facebook for
example, you probably wont be moved by
those official graduation photographs
which will be quite rigid.Instead your eye
will be drawn to images of you where you 
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 are smiling and happy and probably not even looking at the camera. When your
attention is not on the camera, you will look far more relaxed and like the version
of you that you know and love. When photographing my mum as a child, she
would annoyingly never look at my camera. Now I understand why and they are
the photographs of her that I love to look back on and remember her - they are so
natural and unassumingly beautiful.Now comes the challenge - in the
photographs of you that you like, take note of how you are standing, what your
expression is saying and how you smile. Now practice recreating this 
for your wedding day. If you want to get a bit more technical and look for posing
tips that will help you on the day, a flattering pose is to put all of your weight on
you back foot, the one furthest from the camera, for a more flattering silhouette.
Or try Tyra Banks trick and "smile with your eyes', it works wonders! It is strange
but I always notice that shy and quiet always captures beautifully. There is a 
naturalness and innocence that translates perfectly into photographs. It goes to
show, you dont have to be outgoing and extrovert to photograph beautifully!



I am Tanya, the photographer behind the
lens at Eden Photography. I specialise in a
boutique style of photography that is a
mixture between photojournalism and fine
art, creatively and naturally telling the
story of your day with elegant simplicity.
 
I pride myself on connecting with people
and the relationships I form with my
couples are the most important part of my
business. It creates an intimacy in my
photography & makes for a fun time
together, where everyone can just be
themselves!

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

In 2016 I was named Weddings Online Photographer of the Year and have also
been named by Hotpress Magazine as “one to watch”. The success of Eden
Photography has come through hard work and a passion for what she do. 

I love weddings and photographing couples in love – I am blessed to do what I do!
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